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ABSTRACT In Databases, the most prevalent cause of data breaches comes from insiders who misuse their
account privileges. Due to the difficulty of discovering such breaches, an adaptive, accurate, and proactive
database security strategy is required. Intrusion detection systems are utilized to detect, as fast as possible,
user’s account privilege misuse when a prevention mechanism has failed to address such breaches. In order to
address the foremost deficiencies of intrusion detection systems, artificial immune systems are used to tackle
these defects. The dynamic and more complex nature of cybersecurity, as well as the high false positive rate
and high false negative percentage in current intrusion detection systems, are examples of such deficiency.
In this paper, we propose an adaptable efficient database intrusion detection algorithm based on a combi-
nation of the Danger Theory model and the Negative Selection algorithm from artificial immune system
mechanisms. Experimental results for the implementation of the proposed algorithm provide a self-learning
mechanism for achieving high detection coverage with a low false positive rate by using the signature of
previously detected intrusions as detectors for the future detection process. The proposed algorithm can
enhance detecting insider threats and eliminate data breaches by protecting confidentiality, ensuring integrity,
and maintaining availability. To give an integrated picture, a comprehensive and informative survey for the
different research directions that are related to the proposed algorithm is performed.

INDEX TERMS Danger theory model, artificial immune system, negative selection algorithm, database
intrusion detection system.

I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial Immune System (AIS) is a subfield of compu-
tational intelligence derived from the Biological Immune
System (BIS) to solve some certain problems. AIS is also
considered as a rule-based machine learning approach [1],
a bio-inspired computing technique [2], a natural computa-
tion paradigm [3], and a theoretical immunology model [4].
In the literature, AIS could be known in different con-
texts as immune-inspired system [5], Immuno-inspired
system [6], immunological computation [7], [8], immune
computation [9], Immuno-computing [10], or digital immune
system [11]. In commercial and industrial communities
AIS could be named as cyber-immunity or digital immu-
nity [12], [13]. AIS has represented some of the features,
principles, and mechanisms of BIS in forms of mod-
els and algorithms to be applied in different application
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domains [14], [15]. Thesemodels and algorithms [16] include
the Negative Selection Algorithm (NSA), Positive Selection
Algorithm (PSA), Clonal Selection Algorithm (CSA), Dan-
ger Theory (DT) model, Dendritic Cell Algorithm (DCA),
Toll-like Receptor (TLR) Algorithm, Artificial Immune
Network Algorithm (aiNet), Immune Concentration Algo-
rithm [17], [18], Tunable Activation Threshold (TAT) The-
ory [19], and Artificial Immune Recognition System (ARIS).
In BIS, there are more theories that have not been repre-
sented and utilized in AIS such as disease tolerance mech-
anisms [20], the discontinuity theory of immunity [21], [22],
Sensory immune system theory [23], and multi-pronged the-
ory [24]. Regardless of the considerable interpretations and
theories that are trying to understand BIS and its distinc-
tive characteristics, AIS has been used in enormous appli-
cations in various fields [25]–[27]. In the field of com-
puter security, AIS provides a significant role in creating
dynamic, automated, memorization, and adaptive defense
tools to obtain effective outcomes [28]. One of such tools is
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the Intrusion Detection System (IDS), whose key challenge
is the capability to recognize what is normal and what is
malicious [29]–[31]. According to the analogy between IDS
major challenge and BIS objective, AIS models and algo-
rithms are used to provide unconventional solutions in various
detection systems such as anomaly detection, fraud detection,
malicious process detection, scan and flood detection, and
intrusion detection as well.

IDSs are classified into different categories based on sev-
eral criteria [32]–[35]. According to the placement where
detection takes place, IDSs could be used for secur-
ing networks, hosts, and applications. The Network-based
IDS (NIDS) is applied to different types of networks and
is utilized to monitor and investigate network traffic. The
Host-based IDS (HIDS) is used to keep track of the activ-
ities on a certain machine. The Application-based IDS
(AppIDS) [36] is used to keep an eye on the user-application
interaction by analyzing the application log file to detect
malicious user behavior such as thosewho bypass the security
authorization rules. The database IDS (DIDS) [37], [37]–[39]
and Web application IDS (WAIDS) [40] are two examples of
AppIDS.

The AIS-IDS is categorized as a subclass of the anomaly
detection technique [41]. According to [2], AIS-IDSs could
be applied by using two main mechanisms. The first mecha-
nism is the usage of NSA, which is inspired by the acquired,
adaptive, and immune system to distinguish between self and
non-self. The DT is applied as the second mechanism to
activate the innate immune system along with the adaptive
immune system when cell damage has occurred. The TLR
algorithm and DCA are used under the second mechanism
as they are inspired by the DT [42]. By using one of these
mechanisms or combining some of them, integrity, privacy,
availability, and/or authenticity could be maintained [43].

The DT explores the BIS response to the presence of
molecules known as danger signals that are released as
a result of the attacks. The immune system will be acti-
vated only when damage or an attack occurred and will
be suppressed otherwise. The DT is based on the assump-
tion that antigen-presenting cells (APCs) contain danger sig-
nal receptors for recognizing signals sent out by damaged
cells. These signals stimulate the immune systems to initiate
responses. Based on the DT, any cell that is under attack
sends out a danger signal to generate a danger zone around
itself.

The epidemic Coronavirus (COVID-19) is considered as
an example of the most dangerous intrusions on the Human
Immune System (HIS), as a special case of BIS. During the
writing of this research paper, more than five hundred and
ninety thousand persons had died with more than fourteen
million were infected with the virus. The mechanism of the
virus is based on attacking the normal cells. Once the human
cells are attacked, an alarm is raised to apply a danger zone.
The memory cells guarantee that if the body encounters the
same virus again, it will be able to interact immediately,
according to pre-existing defensive strategies.

Unfortunately, the signature of COVID-19 is unknown to
HIS and there are no pre-defined antivirals for it, which
means that the number of infected people is increasing very
quickly. The best method for dealing with this problem is to
scan the virus by using a new learning mechanism to build a
protective memory.

In this paper, a DT-based Database Intrusion System
(DT-DIDS) is proposed for identifying abnormal insider user
behaviors to prevent and mitigate data breach. It consists
of a multilayered preprocessing mechanism and a DT-based
Intrusion Detection (DT-ID) algorithm that is based on the
combination of R-contiguous bit matching parameter and the
danger value parameters. The DT-DIDS can address some
challenges and obstacles for traditional database intrusion
detections. These challenges include the ability to determine a
strong discriminatory measurement for identifying intruders
with a low false alarm rate, the ability to manage various
alarms and determine the appropriate alarm threshold level,
the ability to self- learning from the False Positive (FP) and
False Negative (FN) alarms for improving the efficiency by
searching the antigen log which is considered to be the mem-
ory of previously detected intrusions, and the ability to detect
and prevent insider intrusions in real-time. It also tackles
another important challenge for IDSswith immunity features.
This challenge is the ability to use a minimum number of
detectors to reduce space complexity. The proposed intrusion
detection algorithm deals with this issue by applying a danger
signal alarm around each user privilege that is assigned by
the Trusted Third Party (TTP). Each signal creates a danger
zone around itself that will be activated if the user violates
her/his predefined privileges. The contribution of this paper
is as follows:

• Proposing a DT-DIDS for protecting the secrecy and
integrity of data.

• Presenting a set of security parameters applied by a TTP
for determining the systems’ immunity degree and user
privileges.

• Designing and implementing an intrusion detection
algorithm for detecting a database of abnormal user
behavior.

• Improving Detection Rate (DR) with low FP and low
FN alarms based on the proposed intrusion detection
algorithm.

• Providing a comprehensive survey of the different
cross-cutting research trends that help in understanding
the proposed algorithm in an integrated way.

The remainder of this paper can be navigated in the fol-
lowing way: Section II explains the recent related work in the
field of data breach in databases, database intrusion detec-
tion, immune inspired intrusion detection, immune inspired
database intrusion detection, NSA-based intrusion detection,
and DT-based intrusion detection. Section III presents the
proposed immune-based DIDS and the overall process of
granting privileges using the NSA. Section IV shows dif-
ferent enhancements in the NSA. Section V explores the
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TABLE 1. Summary of major acronyms.

experimental results of the proposed algorithm. Finally, the
paper concludes with future work spotlights in Section VI.
The definitions of the major used acronyms in this paper are
presented in Table 1.

II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, a comprehensive, informative survey for the
different research directions that are related to the proposed
DT-DIDS is performed. The main objective of a DIDS in an
organization is to prevent or mitigate the data breach effects.
In Section A, we shed light on the problem of data breach in
databases and its impact on the reputation of organizations.
Besides, we provide some known data breach in the last
five years. In Section B, we survey the field of database
intrusion detection. The immune inspired IDSs are discussed
in Section C. We study the database intrusion detection with
immunity features in Section D. In Section E, we review
and discuss the applicability, possibility, and capability of
using the NSA in IDSs. The DT-based IDSs in different
environments are discussed in Section F.

A. BREACHES IN DATABASES
Confidential and sensitive data is the cornerstone and the pole
of the tent for organizations and individuals. Data breach
is the ability to gain unauthorized access to such data in
an information system with the aim of compromising the
information security measures; confidentiality, integrity, and
availability [44]. According to the cause of the occurrence,
the data breach is classified as intentional and unintentional.
Whereas by location, it is divided into physical and logi-
cal. The impact of data breach is categorized as confiden-
tiality data breach, integrity data breach, and availability
data breach [45]. At a corporate level, significant financial
losses and bad reputation are the most important implications
of a data breach [46], [47]. Table 2 represents the biggest
data breaches in some companies and website database from
2016 to 2020 [48]–[50]. One of the most important rea-
sons for the biggest data breach is the insiders’ privilege of
account misuse. The other insiders’ causes of data breach
incidents might include authorization abuse, weak authenti-
cation, and information misuse [51]. The privilege account
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TABLE 2. Data breach samples from 2016 to 2020 [48]–[50].

misuse is composed of excessive and inappropriate privilege
abuse, legitimate privilege abuse, and unauthorized privilege
promotion [52].

The inevitable consequence of data breach incidents is to
secure confidential and sensitive data. Proactive and reac-
tive data security is the two main approaches for secur-
ing data. In the proactive approach, threats are prevented

before they occur. In the reactive approach, a security breach
could be detected after it has occurred. In Database Systems,
the proactive and reactive approaches are used at different
security layers to prevent and detect data breach.

As shown in [53], various mechanisms are presented to
explore the state of the art techniques for securing database
with proposing new trends. The presented mechanisms
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include cryptography, access control, database watermarking,
and database auditing. These countermeasures are applied
to prevent insider and outsider attackers from compromis-
ing system resources. As presented in [54], [55], interactive
policies are applied to secure databases based on multi-layer
mechanisms. The proposed layers are implemented based on
the concept of separation of duty. Each layer has a function
to secure part of system resources and finally, all layers are
embedded into a central mechanism for securing the over-
all system. As presented in [56], different security mecha-
nisms are designed and implemented using service-oriented
algorithms to secure and monitor all database transmissions
between the server-side and client-side. Any request sent
from the user or administrator must be monitored under a
two-way communication pattern for securing both sides using
a secret sharing algorithm. The TTP applies the secret-sharing
mechanism by providing the minimum number allowed to
grant or reject the transmission request. If the database admin-
istrator sends a request to the server-side, a counter mecha-
nism will be created to count the number of grants and finally
accept or reject the request.

In Database systems, there is often a tendency to rely
on detective controls rather than preventive measures. The
DIDS is used to detect malicious activities by reducing data
breaches caused by privileged account users. In this paper,
we present a DIDS that protect the database from insider
threats and eliminate data breaches by protecting confiden-
tiality, ensuring integrity, and maintaining availability. More-
over, the proposed system helps to overcome the problem of
a bad reputation.

B. DATABASE INTRUSION DETECTION
The problem of identifying malicious database transactions
and the problem of securing databases from insider threats
are non-trivial problems that cannot be ignored. The DIDSs,
or DBIDS as in [57], are used to identify any intruder;
either insider or outsider; in a database system by monitoring
the activities across database transactions. Whenever any
abnormal activity is identified, the DIDS sends signals to
the database administrators warning of a potential intruder.
A recent comprehensive, systematic survey up to the year
2017 on database intrusion detection is presented in [58].

Instead of reinventing the wheel in surveying various
researches related to DIDS, we rely on this updated survey.
We suffice here only to complete the survey from 2018 to
June 2020, as well as to indicate the areas that this research
paper has not been exposed to.

By following the same approach that is described in [58],
we use the five keywords for the suggested general and spe-
cific search techniques. With a focus on the titles that contain
the keywords ‘‘Database, Intrusion, Detection’’ among jour-
nals, conferences, and book chapters. We obtain 26 different
research papers that are published in the period from the year
2018 till June 2020. Table 3 represents the author(s), year of
publication, and title for these 26 research papers.

The DIDSs confront many challenges [58], [37]. There
are mainly three most important challenges. The first one
is the ability to manage various alarms and determine the
appropriate alarm threshold level. On the one hand, many
intrusions might not be detected according to the high thresh-
old level determination; known as FP alarms. On the other
hand, a low threshold levelmight produce a very large number
of alarms, most of which are likely to be false which is known
as FN alarms. Incorrect determination of the threshold level
causes the DIDS to lose its relevance, reliability, credibility,
and uselessness. The second main challenge is the ability
to self-learning from the FP and FN results for improving
efficiency. The third challenge is the ability to detect, react,
and prevent intrusions in real-time.

In this paper, we present a DT-DIDS that has high DR of
insider threats with low FP and low FN alarms. This is due to
the use of danger value, danger zone, immune memory, and
affinity maturation inspired by DT and NSA from the BIS.
The presented DT-DIDS has the ability to detect and prevent
insider users who abuse their account privileges.

C. IMMUNE INSPIRED INTRUSION DETECTION
The BIS is a complex and pervasive set of defensive
responses that maintain a balanced state and help repel
invaders with sufficient tolerance to avoid allergies and
autoimmune diseases. The method to stimulate the immune
response is the most challenging question for immunologists.
Therefore, some theories are proposed to describe, explain,
and predict the immune response and immune tolerance.
In the digital world, the AIS is the equivalent terminol-
ogy of BIS for solving non-biological problems. The AISs
contain algorithms and models inspired by the theories
of BIS.

The AISs have been utilized in enormous applications
in various fields, including Data Analysis, Fault Diagno-
sis, Optimization, Control, Image Processing, Robotics, and
Computer Security [2], [26], [27]. AIS-based applications in
the computer security field include computer virus detection,
malware detection, spyware detection, anomaly detection,
fraud detection, malicious process detection, scan and flood
detection, and intrusion detection as well [28].

Numerous algorithms, principles, functions, and models of
AIS have been positively used as an IDS in various envi-
ronments. In [83], a dynamic real-time network anomaly
detection algorithm based on the PAS is proposed. In [18],
an intrusion detection method is proposed based on the
Immune Concentration Algorithm which depends on the
changes of antibody concentration in an immune response.
A virus detection approach is introduced based on Immune
Concentration Algorithm in [84]. The authors of [85] for-
mulate a multi-layered immune network intrusion detection
defense model (MINID) as a pattern recognition task based
on the theory of Pattern Recognition Receptors (PRR).

The CSA is applied to the process of modeling normal
behavior of network traffic data in NIDS [86]. Inspired by the
CSA and avidity model, the authors of [87] present a NIDS
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TABLE 3. Database intrusion detection systems publications from 2018 to June 2020.

for overcoming scalability and coverage. In [88], an improved
CSA is used to detect intrusion behavior by identifying and
cloning the best individual overall. Three improvements to
the dynamic CSA (DCSA) are conducted in [89] that are

used in distributed NIDS. The three improvements belong
to the detection rules of any known intrusions, the memory
detectors’ lifetime, and the synergistic signalmechanism. The
CSA and the NSA, are surveyed and evaluated based on the
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NSL-KDD dataset with various sets of features and variant
numbers of detectors [90].

In BIS, the DCA is inspired by the dendritic cell differen-
tiation theory of the congenital immune mechanism. In AIS,
the DCA is used widely in the intrusion detection field. This
is due to the nature of the dendritic cells which are considered
as the intrusion detection agents of the human body [91].
The reasons why DCA is being the appropriate candidate
for intrusion detection problems are explained in [92]. In the
literature, extensive research articles are presented. Some of
these articles include [93]–[102].

In the literature, the IDS could be treated as a learning
system that is able to classify system activities and user
behaviors either as normal or intrusive. On the other hand,
feature reduction could be applied to increase the efficiency
and effectiveness of real-world detection systems. In this
context, the authors of [103], [104] use Rough Set theory
to reduce the dimension of the features of network traffic as
well as applying the (aiNet) to cluster the reduced features.
The authors argue that the unsupervised anomaly detection
approach using immune network clustering is robust in identi-
fying novel attacks in the absence of labels. In [105], the aiNet
is used to compress and cluster RFID operation antigen log
data and generated collaborative detectors in the proposed
RFID intrusion detection method. In [105], the use of an
artificial immune network to generate detection rules is pro-
posed in the DWIDS intrusion detection system. The authors
of [106] utilize the aiNet to cluster the common features
of normal data in the proposed IAIIDS intrusion detection
system.

Antunes et al. published a series of research papers that
describe and utilize the TAT immunological hypothesis on
the development of a temporal anomaly detection algorithm.
In [107], a temporal anomaly detection architecture and algo-
rithm based on the TAT is presented. Antunes and Cor-
reia develop a NIDS architecture based on TAT hypothesis,
for temporal anomaly detection, in [108]. In [109], [110],
an improved generic anomaly detection system based on
the TAT theory along with two immunological concepts are
presented. These two concepts are cell clonal size regulation
mechanisms and a dynamic equilibrium based on the sharing
of finite resources mechanism. In [111], they demonstrate the
ability to use the TAT theory in developing and deploying
adaptive behavior-based NIDS using the temporal adaptation
of the immune T-cells activation thresholds. In [112], a hybrid
approach for text classification based on TAT theory inspi-
ration and the support vector machines (SVM) approach is
analyzed. In [19], Antunes and Correia present a description
for a generic TAT-AIS based anomaly detection framework.
This framework is based on a simplified version of the TAT
model to detect new patterns and also to distinguish them
from unseen ‘‘normal’’ and ‘‘abnormal’’ behaviors.

In [113], Bejoy and Janakiraman design a Natural Killer
(NK) cell-based network intrusion detection and prevention
system inspired by the NK immune cells in the human body.

The idea of inspiration of NK cell is firstly introduced in [114]
to develop a NK cell-based HIDS for spyware detection.

A NIDS approach using Immuno-Computing model is
represented and discussed in [10], [115], and [116]. The main
model of the proposed approach is to apply a mathematical
model of the Formal Immune Network (FIN) with apoptosis
and immunization controlled by cytokines where the FIN
inspired by network theory of the immune system.

In this paper, we present AIS-based IDS for database secu-
rity inspired by combining the DT and the NSA. The pre-
sented AIS-based IDS proposed a self-learning mechanism
by constructing the antigen log which is considered as the
memory of previously identified intrusions. The novelty of
the proposedmechanism is based on detecting a large number
of intrusions with a low number of detectors.

D. IMMUNE INSPIRED DATABASE INTRUSION DETECTION
As presented in Section C, most researchers apply IDSs
and algorithms based on the inspiration of BIS mechanisms
for hosts and networks in various environments. Very lim-
ited research papers utilize the AIS algorithms and models
to detect malicious activities for database systems. In this
section, we survey the immune-based DIDS.

In [117], an immunity-based intrusion detection and recov-
ery system for a relational database system is suggested to
identify malicious transactions. The proposed system simu-
lates the concepts antibody, immunocytes, matures immuno-
cytes, immature immunocytes, memory immunocytes, symp-
toms, and adaptively from the BIS. It consists of two main
layers and each layer contains some functional components.
The two layers are: RTOPS layer and IAS layer. The RTOPS
is responsible for detecting malicious transactions and recov-
ering the effects of the intrusion in case it is not detected.
The treatment system component of the RTOPS is responsible
for the evaluation of the severity and the extent of damage
caused by malicious transactions as well as the execution of
transactions cleaning procedures to take care of the damaged
parts of the database. The IAS layer has the ability to produce
and manage immunocytes, antibodies, and symptoms. The
matching process between the mature immunocytes and the
suspicious transaction is done by using the CSA. Accord-
ingly, the suspicious transaction is stored as a symptom in
the Symptom DB component of the IAS layer.

In [118], an immune-based database intrusion detection
model is proposed. The immune cells in BIS are inspired
as immune detectors which encode the self-set. The binary
encoded approach is used with a length of 8 bits. These 8 bits
encode the different user, the four database operations (select,
insert, delete, and update), and the number of operations for
each user as intervals categories. The enumeration of all can-
didate detectors is generated rather than random generation.
Mature detectors are selected based on the negative selection
mechanism in the BIS.

The authors of [119] introduce an intruder recognition
algorithm based on the inspiration of theDT. The basic idea of
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the introduced algorithm is to use two danger signals to secure
a relational database system. Three danger-based parameters
are proposed to detect and prevent authorized users such as
database administrators and privileged users to breach the
database system. The first parameter provides the amount
of sensitivity to the whole security system. The second one
provides the top margin for each user to execute system
different database operations such as select, insert, update,
and delete. The third parameter provides database privilege
that may be granted to users. Moreover, an R-Contiguous
Bit (RCB) matching parameter is used as an inspiration
from the negative selection mechanism in BIS to distinguish
between legitimate and malicious users based on the R-value.
In the context of the introduced algorithm, the properties
achieved by inspiring the immune system are explained.

In [120] a danger signal inflammation algorithm is devel-
oped for securing a database system. The results are based on
using only the R-value inspired of the NSA to detect unknown
database intrusions. The main objective of the research paper
is to apply a set of predefined roles based on a secret sharing
mechanism with different immune features. Then the DR is
determined using the R-value with limited dataset size.

Indeed, we complement the work presented in [119]. How-
ever, three danger signals are used instead of two. These
three signals are alarmed in case of the failure of intruder
recognition process, intruder detection process, and certifi-
cate confirmation mechanism. Therefore, how relevant are
these values in securing databases for different settings, is the
question that arises.

The authors of [121] introduce an integrated solution for
securing databases based on three sequential processes of
security. The first process is presented in [120] to detect and
prevent malicious intruders using the inspiration of the nega-
tive selection mechanism and DT model. The second process
is an immunity-based error containment algorithm for post-
security. This algorithm is based on the inspiration of Apop-
totic and Necrotic immunemechanisms to discover malicious
users from executing transactions if they already compromise
detection and prevention algorithms. The authors introduce
and define Apoptotic signal and Necrotic signal. The Apop-
totic signal is low-level alarms that could be alarmed when
a legitimate user tries to exceed his/her allowed number of
transactions. The Necrotic signal identifies the high-level
alarms that are issued when an actual successful attack is
achieved. The third process is the system hibernation frame-
work used to audit user transactions to determine whether to
grant or deny it.

In this paper, we propose a DIDS inspired by combining
two immune mechanisms; namely, the DT and the NSA.
As far as we know, this the first use of the combination of
these two mechanisms in the context of database intrusion
detection. In the literature, the combination of DT and NSA
for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) security is pre-
sented in [122]. The authors of [123] study the applicability,
restrictions, and limitations of using NSA and DT to detect
anomalies in heterogeneous networks. The authors of [124],

discuss the creation of the Internet of Things (IoT) intrusion
detection based on DT and NSA.

E. NSA-BASED INTRUSION DETECTION
The NSA is inspired by the ability of an immune system to
get rid of self-reactive cells. In contrast, the PSA is based on
the capability of an immune system to recognize self-cells.
Therefore, the non-self-cells are considered as intruders. The
NSA is essentially designed to be used in anomaly detec-
tion, intrusion detection, change detection, similar pattern
recognition, and two-class classification problems. Because
of its simplicity and ease of implementation, over time NSA
has been successfully used in a wide range of application
domains.

Table 4, represents our survey of various application
domains that utilize the NSA either alone or in conjunction
with other AIS algorithms.

In the literature, various improved versions of NSA are
developed to tackle the drawbacks of the classical NSA
that is presented by Forrest et al. [125]. The variations of
these improvements depend on one or more of some fac-
tors. These factors include self-definition, data represen-
tation scheme, detector representation, detector generation
mechanism, detector elimination mechanism, matching rule,
as well as the combination of NSAwith other different strate-
gies [126]–[128]. In [129], Ramdane and Chikhi introduce a
recent survey for NSA-based intrusion detection systems up
to the year 2016.

The authors also present a classification of NSA, which
includes Binary NSA and Real NSA. The Real NSA is
classified into Constant-sized detectors and Variable-sized
detectors. The most 20 improvements of the NSA until
2106 are presented with the demonstration of the draw-
backs of the classical NSA. For completeness, we follow the
same approach in [129] to survey and summarize other NSA
improvements in different domain areas up to 2020.

We present Table 5 that include three columns, Author(s)
and year, acronym, and testing datasets. The acronyms are
used as in Table 1.

The suitability of NSA for network-based intrusion detec-
tion applications is a controversial issue. In [156], Kim and
Bentley evaluate the NSA for network intrusion detection.
They conclude that it is futile to use NSA for network intru-
sion detection. This is due to the impractical time compu-
tation for generating a sufficient number of detectors. Kim
and Bentley suggest that the most suitable use of NSA is to
be a filter for invalid detectors, rather than to be a generator
detector. The author of [157] concludes that NSA is inap-
propriate and cannot be applied to real-world anomaly detec-
tion, network intrusion detection problems, and classification
problems.

On the contrary, the authors of [158] present a survey
for the applicability of a negative selection approach in
NIDSs. They conclude that the NSA is the most compati-
ble with the anomaly detection approach. The authors also
come up with some notes which include the importance of
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TABLE 4. The NSA-based various application domains.

combining NSA with other classification methods, gener-
ating detectors in a reasonable time without random gen-
eration, using a matching rule to avoid high false alarms,
continuous learning by detectors to be compatible with the
dynamic behavior of the self-elements, and updating commu-
nication rules between detectors as an environmental change
has occurred. The authors of the survey [159] argue that
the NSA and Genetic Algorithms (GA) can be used as a
good approach for solving the intrusions in the real-time
world.

The authors of [127] describe the most powerful features
of NSA as a Negative Representation of Information (NRI),
a detection mechanism, and a one-class classification. The
NRI feature has become a standalone topic that is inspired by

the discrimination of the self and non-self-mechanism in the
BIS and stores the complement information rather than the
information itself. This emerging topic contains three main
elementary branches which are the NSA,Negative Databases,
and Negative Surveys [160]. Basically, NRI is used as a
technique for security and privacy.

Traditional NSA is based on randomly generating a large
number of self-cells and detectors in addition to a matching
process between both of them. The matched detectors are
eliminated where only non-matched detectors will remain.
The non-matched detectors are used as a countermeasure for
detecting unknown intrusions. This mechanism can waste
more time in both the generation of self-cells and detectors
and the matching process.
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TABLE 5. Various NSA improvements in different domain areas up to 2020.

In this paper, a set of enhancements to NSA have been pre-
sented by avoiding the creation of a large number of self-cells
and detectors that are used during the detection process.
The checking mechanism between self-cells and detectors
are also eliminated as there are no created self-cells and
detectors. As a result, the time and space complexities will be
reduced.

F. DT-BASED INTRUSION DETECTION
The essential idea of the DT is that the immune response
arises from danger and not from the non-self. This dan-
ger results from any abnormal changes to the system, body
or computer system, resources that are expressed as dan-
ger signals. Accordingly, danger signals are the main stim-
ulator of the immune responses. Defining, representing,
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TABLE 6. Various DT-based IDSs in (WSNs).

and classifying danger signals are the most important chal-
lenge in DT. In the literature, danger signals are defined
roughly according to the problem context, environmental
conditions, human experience, or a weighted value based
on all danger signals. In [186], the cloud model is used to
define danger signal as a triple of system parameters to be
monitored, weight of danger signals, and threshold of danger.
In [187], danger signals are defined based on changes using
the principle of differential calculus. In [188], the theory of
differential coefficient is used to identify the danger signals
as the whole changes of system variables related to system
imbalance.

In biology, the DT could be viewed as an extension of
immune signals which are categorized either as a one-signal
model, two-signal model, three-signal model, or four-signal
model [189]. The one-signal model considers only one dan-
ger signal from an infected cell that is needed to stimulate
the immune response. This signal is known as an antigen
recognition signal. In the two-signal model, the immune
response according to two types of signals, antigen recog-
nition signal and co-stimulation signal. The third-signal
model includes initiation signal, antigen recognition signal,
and the co-stimulation signal. An internal signal between
immune cells is added to the three-signal model to con-
struct the four-signal model. In the context of the DT

in tissue, Greensmith et al. [190] the four-signal model
includes four groups of signals known as PAMPs signals, Safe
Signals or apoptotic signals, Danger Signals, and Inflamma-
tory Cytokine signals.

Even though danger signals have a difficulty to be defined
and classified, the AIS-based DT model has great inter-
ests and is applied in various application domains. Some
of these applications include Fault Detection and Diagnoses
(FDD) [191], e-mail Classification [192], Malware Detec-
tion [193], Social Network Water Army Detection [194],
Rockbolts detection [195], Mobile Spam Detection [196],
and IDSs which are our central concern in this research paper.
Table 6 shows a list of various DT-based IDSs in the Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs) with the used danger signals and
misbehavior or attack detection for each detection system.
Whereas Table 7 shows a list of various DT-based IDSs in
other different environments by mentioning the used danger
signals and misbehavior/detection.

In this paper, we present a DT-DIDS that consists of a mul-
tilayer preprocessing mechanism and the DT-ID algorithm.
Different parameters in both the preprocessing mecha-
nism and the DT-ID algorithm are identified. The rela-
tions between these parameters are empirically determined
in order to obtain a high DR with low FP and low FN
alarms.
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TABLE 7. Various DT-based IDSs in different environments.

III. PROPOSED IMMUNE-BASED DATABASE
INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM
The building block of this paper is the applicability and
implementation of a DIDS inspired by the BIS. The inspi-
ration process is based on the merging of the NSA and the
DT model. By using this merging, some advantages of both
mechanisms are applied to protect the secrecy and integrity
of data with high efficiency in obtaining low FP and low FN
alarms. Therefore, a database is protected from data breaches
by using our proposed DT-DIDS.

In this section, the operational structure and the detec-
tion algorithm of the proposed DT-DIDS are discussed.
In Section A, a multilayer preprocessing mechanism is pre-
sented. The needed definitions and terms are also introduced.
In Section B, the proposed algorithm for detecting insider
user misuse behavior is presented.

A. PROPOSED MULTILAYER PREPROCESSING
MECHANISM
The proposed preprocessing mechanism depends on the TTP
that is represented by a super administrator for fully control-
ling the roles, privileges, and the sensitivity of the proposed
immune-based detection system. The TTP is considered as
the central authority for passing security parameters during
the proposed immune-based detection algorithm. There exist
four parameters that are categorized based on the prepro-
cessing mechanism and the type of granted privileges to
authorized users and database administrators.

The first parameter is to determine the danger zone
value (DZV) from which the DT-ID algorithm will start
raising danger alarm signals. The second parameter is based

on identifying system and database privileges that are used
in the overall security system. The third parameter is the
user factor that is generated by concatenating system and
database privileges. The last parameter is based on identifying
the R-contiguous bit matching between the authorized fac-
tors. These parameters are discussed based on the following
definitions:
Definition 1 (Danger Value Identification): let S1, S2, . . . ,

Sn ⊂ S where, S is the overall security system with Si ⊂ S
be a standalone system with a specific DZV. Each standalone
system Si will have a danger value (DV) specified by the TTP
based on the following formula:

∀DVj ∈ Si such that DVj ∝
1
DI

& DVj ≥ DZV (1)

where, DI is the degree of immunity. This degree is subject
to adaptation and change based on the sensitivity of user
privileges. The danger values DV j for each granted bit signal
must be greater than or equal to the DZV. There exists an
inverse relationship between the danger value and the degree
of immunity. If the danger value of the system Si is reduced,
the immunity degree of the system Si will be increased due
to the high ability of the system to detect intrusions at lower
levels of dangers.
Definition 2 (System and Database Privileges): in database

applications, all transactions are classified into Ps and Pd .
In system privileges (Ps), the user will have the authoriza-
tion to perform a particular action on the database schema.
Based on ORACLE statistics, there are more than 60 distinct
system privileges that can be granted to or revoked from
users. Database privileges (Pd ) are a set of authorizations that
affect the database schema based on different parameters such
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TABLE 8. User privileges samples.

as roles, updating system catalog, selecting system catalog,
session priority, and so on. The system and database privi-
leges are applied based on the following formula:

∀ Ps & Pd ∈ Si such that Ps & Pd ∈ {0, 1} (2)

where, Ps is the system privilege and Pd is the database
privilege. Each user privilege can take a binary value (0 or 1).
If the privilege is granted to the user, a value of 1 is taken;
otherwise, a value of 0 is taken.
Definition 3 (User Factor Generation): after identifying

the user privileges, a User Factor (UF) is generated and will
be used as a Detector (DTC) for detecting intrusive users who
try to penetrate the system. Each detected factor is considered
as an intrusion and will be stored in an antigen log that is
created to store all the detected intrusion factors. By selecting
the most sensitive 20 system and database privileges, the user
factor will be generated by concatenating both privileges
types based on the following formula:

∀ Ps & Pd ∈ Si such that UFui = Ps ‖ Pd (3)

Finally, the user factor is created based on users granted
and not granted privileges. Besides, the system and database
privileges have multiple types of operations such as insert-
ing, updating, creating tables, etc. Each user should know
his/her privileges based on a predefined order. Each privilege,
whether it is 0 or 1 has a danger value identified by the TTP.
Based on the DT, this danger value will raise an alarm if
the user violates her/his privileges. As shown in Table 8,
each user is granted a set of predefined privileges and each
privilege will be associated with a danger value according
to its sensitivity and effect on the database. Each granted
privilege will have a value of 1 and each privilege that is not
allowed to a specific user will have a value of 0.
Definition 4 (R-Value Identification): the R-value is con-

sidered to be one of the main features inspired by the NSA.
The value of R is identified based on the degree of immunity
DI to detect intrusions.

The R-value is based onmatching each bit in the user factor
with the stored privilege factor such that if contiguous bits
are matched between both factors, the immune-based DT-ID
algorithm will raise an alarm. The value of R is identified
by the TTP with a Boolean value set to false. A counter
parameter is created for counting each matched bit factor
until the R-value is verified. In this case, the Boolean value is
converted to True and an alarm is raised.

TABLE 9. Inverse relationship between R and DR.

In recent intrusion detection researches [211], [212], FP
alarms are considered a major drawback in security applica-
tions due to the classification of legitimate users as intrusive
ones. Most security systems that try to reduce false alarms
will have a deficiency in the detection process of unautho-
rized users. There is an inverse relationship between the value
of R and the detection coverage. As presented in Table 9,
if the value of R is increased, then to activate the alarm
system, a large number of matched bit factors should be
satisfied. Based on this concern, two distinct cases should be
considered:

Case I: if the value of R is increased, the DR and FP alarms
will be low whereas the FN alarms will be high due to the low
detection coverage.

Case II: if the value of R is decreased, the detection
coverage and FP alarms will be high whereas the FN alarms
will be low due to the high detection coverage.

The preprocessing mechanism explores two main layers
for achieving high DR of users’ intrusions. The first layer is
the R-value while the second layer is the DV. The proposed
mechanism is effectively integrating both the R-value and the
DV.

If the first layer fails in detecting the intrusions and an
alarm is not raised, the preprocessing mechanism will be
automatically switched to the second layer of the prepro-
cessing mechanism which is the danger value. The overall
mechanism gives the priority not to raise an intrusion alarm
until the second layer is verified. This can delay raising FP
alarms.

Therefore, the FP alarms are reduced with the ability of the
mechanism to detect intrusions with high detection coverage
and low FN alarms. In the proposed preprocessing mecha-
nism, the DV signal is embedded with the R-value. If the R
bit matching algorithm fails in detecting the malicious user,
the second and final security layer using DV is activated.

To explore the overall multi-layer preprocessing mecha-
nism, Figure 1 presents the intrusion detection mechanism
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FIGURE 1. Intrusion detection mechanism.

based on the TTP that identifies the degree of system immu-
nity and controls all user privileges and factors. The main
mechanism steps are presented as follows:

(1) [IDu1,UN u1,PW u1]: The TTP generates an identity
for the authorized user IDu1, username UN u1, and password
PW u1. These parameters are stored in the database server.
(2) Set User Privilege [UFu1]: A user factor UFu1 is gen-

erated based on specified user privileges. The user factor is
stored in the database server.

(3) Store [IDu1,UFu1]: The user identity IDu1 and user
factor UFu1 are stored in the system cache for the later
detection process.

(4) Send [IDu1,UN u1,PW u1,T1]: The TTP sends the user
parameters with a specific timestamp T1 to the authorized
user. The timestamp T1 is used as a verification between the
TTP and user.

(5) Confirm [IDu1,T1]: Once the user receives the param-
eters, he sends a confirmation to the TTP for receiving the
parameters by replying his identity IDu1 and the timestamp
T1 to the TTP.
(6) Send E (PRTTP [IDu1,UFu1]): Once the TTP verifies

the user, the user identity IDu1 and user factor UFu1 are
encrypted using the private key of the TTP (PRTTP) while the
public key of the PUTTP, is public to all connected users.
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(7) Get User Factor D (PUTTP[IDu1,UFu1]): The
encrypted message is sent to the user U1 then the user
decrypts the message using the public key of the trusted
third party PUTTP. After the decryption process, the user will
obtain his authentic user factor UFu1 that will be used later
in the DT-ID algorithm.

(8) Login Request [IDu1,UN u1,PW u1]: In this stage the
authorized user uses the triple authentic parameters to per-
form a login process.

(9) Request [IDu1,UFu1]: When the user performs a login
process using the authorized parameters IDu1,UN u1 and
PW u1, the database server retrieves the authentic user factor
UFu1 from the system cache.

(10) Reply [IDu1,UFu1]: The authentic parameters are
brought from the system cache to be checked with a suspi-
cious user Us parameters.

(11) Send [IDus,UFus]: If a suspicious user Us succeeds
in obtaining the username and password using a brute force
attack, then s/he must provide her/his legitimate user factor.
A checkingmechanism is used in this step using theDT-DIDS
to verify the suspicious user Us based on the immune-based
detection system.

B. PROPOSED IMMUNE-BASED DATABASE INTRUSION
DETECTION ALGORITHM
The main objective of the proposed DT-ID algorithm is to
enhance the performance of the DT-DIDS in detecting intru-
sions with the high ability for achieving low FN and low
FP alarms. The proposed DT-ID algorithm is used to detect
intrusive users using the R-value and the enhanced features
of NSA with the danger value based on the DT model. As a
result, the proposed DT-ID algorithm is more convenient in
detecting unknown intrusions that have not been previously
discovered. The overall structure of the DT-ID algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 1.

As presented in Figure 2, the data flow of the overall
steps of the proposed hybrid immune-based algorithm is
introduced. The algorithm starts by identifying the DZV that
determines the level of security upon which the DR will
be obtained based on different levels of DZV. The DZV
is considered as an early danger sensor for each bit of
privilege.

Each predefined bit privilege takes a danger values DV j
according to its sensitivity and confidentiality of the sys-
tem Si. The Ps and Pd are defined to identify the overall roles
and privileges that are embedded in the immune-based mech-
anism. The user parameters: ID,UN , and PW are identified
with authentic factor of the user (UFu1).

Each bit in the authentic user factor has a DV inspired by
the HIS. The user factor is used as a DTC that is matched with
the unknown user factor (UFUS). An antigen log is created
as a memory of the DT-ID algorithm to scan the log for
previously detected intrusions UF j. The antigen log is also
updated to store new detected intrusions from the detection
process of the DT-ID algorithm.

Algorithm 1 DT-ID Algorithm
Initialization Step
Initialize Si
Initialize Danger Zone Value DZV
Initialize Immunity Degree DI
Initialize danger value DV j for each bit privilege
Initialize R value
Initialize Boolean value Rmatched = false
Initialize Boolean value DVmatched = false
For Si=1→ Sk do

For Uq=1→ Un do
For DVm=1→ DV j do
Inputs: IDu1, UN u1, PW u1 // Normal User
Generate: UFu1
SET: IDus, UN us, PW us // Suspicious User
SET: UFus
IF UN u1 6= UN us OR PW u1 6= PW us THEN

Raise Danger Signal Alarm
ELSE

GET UFu1 from Cache
Generate DTC // Detector
∀UFui ∈ Si such that UFu1 =,DTC where Si ⊂
S
IF DTC. Length 6= UFus. Length THEN

Raise Danger Signal Alarm
UPDATE Antigen Log

ELSE
Search Antigen Log
IF UFus 6= Antigen Log. UF j THEN

IF DV j 6= Null THEN
Check (UFus,DTC,R)
IF Rmatched = true THEN

Raise Danger Signal Alarm
UPDATE Antigen Log
SET UF j = UF j ∪ UFus //
Attack

ELSE
Check (DV j,UFus,DTC,R)
IF DVmatched = true THEN

Raise Danger Signal Alarm
UPDATE Antigen Log
SET UF j = UF j ∪ UFus //
Attack

END IF
END IF

END IF
ELSE

Raise Danger Signal Alarm
UPDATE Antigen Log
SET UF j = UF j ∪ UFus// Attack

END IF
END IF

END IF
END FOR

For improving the intrusion detection process, three pre-
security parameters must be checked during the DT-ID
algorithm:
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FIGURE 2. Data flow of the proposed DT-ID algorithm.

• The UFu1 length is checked as each authorized user
knows his legal privileges.

• The antigen log is checked to determine whether
the unknown user factor UFus is matched with a
pre-detected intrusion in the log.

• The R-value and the DV are checked with the DZV that
is identified during the preprocessing mechanism.

Based on these parameters, the DT-ID algorithm will not
classify a normal user as intrusive due to the different layers of
validity checking. As a result, FP alarm rate can be reduced.
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TABLE 10. DVS mechanism.

As presented in Algorithm 1: DT-ID algorithm, the sub-
system Si ⊂ S is initialized with the DZV and the immunity
degree DI . The R-value is initialized as a first layer of the
immune-based detection process. The second layer DV j is
initialized for each bit privilege such that the DV j must be
greater than or equal to the DZV to apply the detection pro-
cess. Both R and DV j are set to a Boolean value= False. The
Boolean values will be converted to ‘True’ when unknown
user is detected.

The normal or authorized user parameters ID,UN , andPW
are defined and the authentic user factor UFu1 is generated.
The user identification process is activated by invoking the
normal user parameters UN u1,PW u1 to match them with the
suspicious user parameters UN us,PW us.
If there is no match, a danger signal alarm will be raised.

Otherwise, the unknown user proceeds to the next level into
which the authentic UFu1 is brought from system cache. The
user factor UFu1 is used as a DTC and is matched with the
suspicious user factor UFus.

If the DTC length is not matched with the suspicious user
factorUFus length, an alarmwill be raised and the antigen log
will be updated by adding the suspicious user factor UFus in
the memory of the DT-ID algorithm in order to be checked in
future immune-based detection processes.

If the length of both DTC and UFus is matched, the antigen
log will be scanned for UFus to check whether the UFus,
is previously detected or not. If the UFus exists in the pre-
viously detected intrusions UF j of the antigen log, an alarm
will be raised.

This means that the immune-based detection process has
already detected theUFus before. If theUFus does not exist in
the antigen log, the DT-ID algorithm will be initialized based
on two main layers.

The first layer uses the R-value and our enhanced features
of NSA; see section IV, alongwith the DTC to check theUFus.
If a match is found, then the Boolean value of R will be set
to True. An alarm will be raised and the antigen log will
be updated to the store the UFus as a malicious user; such
that previously detected intrusions UF j = UF j ∪ UFus.
Otherwise, the second layer will be activated by embedding
the danger value DV j with the R-value and the DTC to satisfy
the value of the DZV.

In order to demonstrate the importance of merging the
R-value and the DV parameters in the detection process,
we present a case study of using the R-value alone and the
use of both two parameters together in Table 10. As presented
in Table 10, the DTC will not be able to detect suspicious users
if the detection process is based on R = 4 only. In order to
detect suspicious users, there must be at least 4 contiguous
matches between the fake user and the main DTC. The two
suspicious users have 5 matches with the DTC, but these
matches are not contiguous.

This means that if the detection process is based on the
R-value alone, then the two suspicious users will succeed in
penetrating the database security system. Although the value
of R is small (R = 4) when compared to the UF length,
the R-value did not succeed in detecting the malicious user.
So, FN alarms will increase in the same manner.
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FIGURE 3. DZV with user transactions.

The DV presented in the DT-ID algorithm will have the
ability to detect both suspicious users. Each signal creates
a danger zone around itself that will be activated if the user
violates his predefined privileges.

For example, the first suspicious user has 9 matches with
themain detector, but only 5matcheswill alarm a danger zone
because their inflammation is larger than or equivalent to the
main DZV which is 50%. The 5 matches have 3 contiguous
matches in the 3rd, 4th, and 5th position and 2 contiguous
matches in the 15th and 16th positions. The second fake user
has 8 matches with the main detector, but only 5 matches will
alarm a danger zone because their inflammation is larger than
or equivalent to the DZV which is 50%.

The presented DT-ID algorithm is based on proactive
and reactive methodologies. Proactive methodology is based
on eliminating breaches and enforcing the least privileges
with the ability to detect intruders before penetrating system
resources. The DT-ID algorithm is not only convenient in ver-
ifying the authenticity of users’ factors, but also has a reactive
methodology to check the validity of each user transaction
during transmission using the DV.

As presented in Figure 3, different user transactions are
executed. The pending transactions are converted to user
factor and then the user factor is compared with the detector.
With main DZV= 40%, all matched factors that DV exceeds
the DZV will raise a signal alarm that reflects the sensitivity
of the system.

The process of creating database roles and granting the
roles to authorized users is considered a time-consuming
mechanism with high FP alarms as the user may need to
perform a critical transaction that will be denied based on
his privilege. Instead, the proposed DT-ID algorithm can
permit users to perform their transactions using a proactive
methodology that verifies the danger level of each distinct
transaction.

IV. NEGATIVE SELECTION ENHANCEMENTS
In the traditional NSA, a large number of self-sets and detec-
tors are generated randomly. Self-sets represent normal user
behaviors while the detectors are used to detect abnormal
behaviors. A matching process is executed between self-sets
and detectors in order to find the similarities between both
of them. If there is a match, the detector is deleted until
only non-matched detectors are maintained. The non-self or
non-matched detectors are considered the defender of the
system from breaches. This strategy causes a waste of time
and space to generate detectors that can detect abnormal
behavior.

In our proposed DT-DIDS, the preprocessing mechanism
is applied to generate logical self-users based on harmonious
security architectures. The developed DT-ID algorithm can
generate different roles with different degree of immunity
and sensitivity signals. Each role can be granted to different
users and vice versa. The generated role is still distinct, so the
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developed DT-DIDS does not require any redundancy check-
ing. The developed security system is more dynamic because
the number of privileges can be increased and decreased at
any time according to users’ authorizations and privileges.
This can make the length of the detector more dynamic and
makes the DT-DIDS more flexible.

The capability and strength of NSA are based on different
parameters that can enhance the detection process. These
parameters are:

• The detectors are not generated randomly. The privileges
of each authorized user are considered a detector.

• The non-self-detectors are not required to be stored in
the antigen log. This means that the NSA can detect
unknown intruders that may have not any previous sig-
natures.

• There is no relationship between detectors that are stored
in the antigen log for the future detection process. This
means that each DTC will be an independent defense
unit.

• Checking the activity of each user is considered a stan-
dalone process while DT-ID algorithm is used over mul-
tiple users’ mechanism.

• The user signature that has been detected using the
DT-ID algorithm is stored in the antigen log as a DTC
to detect unknown intrusions.

• Symmetric protection is applied so that the malicious
manipulation of detector set can be detected by normal
behavior of the DT-DIDS.

• The detection process will be high with a low number of
detectors. As a result, the time and space complexities
for searching the detectors will be optimal.

In addition to the previous enhancements, one of the major
limitations of NSA is that a vast number of randomly gener-
ated self-cells and detectors need to be discarded before the
required number of detectors is obtained. As a result, space
and time complexity will be high. As shown in Table 11,
the enhanced features do not generate self-cells and the
detectors are generated from the authorized normal users of
the system Si ⊂ S. So, the checking mechanism between
self-cells and detectors is not required because self-cells are
not generated. As a result, space and time complexity will be
reduced.

TABLE 11. NSA enhanced features.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Lack of benchmark datasets is one of the challenges for
Database intrusion detection. Therefore, in this section,
we use synthetic data to evaluate the efficiency of the pro-
posed DT-ID algorithm by measuring the overall DR accord-
ing to different DZV inflammations, FN alarm rate, FP alarm
rates, and Correctness Rate (CR). The effect of DZV and the
R-value is also addressed. The proposed DT-ID algorithm is
designed using Microsoft SQL Server 2017 to perform the
following processes:

• Building database roles with different privileges.
• Granting the created roles to different administrators and
users.

• Applying a TTP for tracing all user processes.
• Building different multiple distinct DT-DIDS where
Si ⊂ S with different immunity degrees.

• Applying a dynamic danger value DV j for each granted
bit signal.

• Specifying the value of R with different levels of immu-
nity.

• Specifying the DVwith the combination of R tomeasure
and verify different detection coverage.

The proposed DT-DIDS was implemented usingMicrosoft
Visual Studio C# 2019 for deploying the security system
components on a client-server application. The experiments
are conducted on an Intel(R) Core (TM) i5 CPU @ 1.8 GHz
machine with 8 GB of RAM. Microsoft Windows 10 is the
used operating system.

Each test in the DT-DIDS contains 1000 malicious pro-
cesses that are scanned for a single value of R-value with
distinct DZV signal. For example, the parameters for a single
test are R = 3 with DZV inflammation signals: 50%, 40%,
30%, 20%, and 10%. The lower the value of inflammation
signal, the higher the sensitivity of the DT-DIDS for any
intrusions as presented in formula (1). The values of R-value
and DZV signals are examined 6 times for R = 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, and 8 with different DZV signals. This creates a total
of 6000 malicious processes for every single DZV signal.

In order to realize high system reliability, the experimental
results are conducted 5 times for different DZV signals: 50%,
40%, 30%, 20%, and 10% to deliver accurate and efficient
results. This generates a total of 30,000 malicious processes
that will be examined into the proposed artificial immune
security system to measure the overall DR of the developed
algorithms.

The overall malicious processes are tested into the
DT-DIDS to measure the average response time from the
antigen log response. The antigen log response is consid-
ered the primary memory of the DT-DIDS. Each detected
user is stored in the antigen log response as a fake user.
If another user uses the same signature that has been pre-
viously detected, the DT-DIDS will scan the antigen log
response first to reduce the time complexity resulted from
testing the user signature using DT-ID Algorithm.
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FIGURE 4. Overall DR for DZV inflammation signals.

FIGURE 5. FN alarms.

The DR indicates the percentage of detected intrusion
action. It is calculated by dividing the total number of
detected users (Nd) by the total number of users (N). This
is presented in formula (4).

DR =
Nd
N
× 100% (4)

As shown in Figure 4, the DT-DIDS produces a high
DR with different R-values and different DZV signals. With
R = 3, the DR recorded 99.6% with DZV signal = 50%.
By increasing the DZV value sensitivity to 10%, the DR
recorded 100% detection. The overall DR is increased lin-
early with the increase of DZV sensitivity.

When R = 8, the DR records 58% with DZV signal equal
to 50%. The value of DR increases linearly until it reaches

98.2% whenever the DZV signal becomes more sensitive
with DZV = 10%.
While the system Si uses DZV signal with 10%, the DR

achieved 99.6%with R= 3 until it reaches 100%with R = 8.
The FN alarms indicate the number of malicious users who

succeeded in passing the DT-DIDS. The percentage of FN
alarms is calculated by dividing the number of passing mali-
cious users (Np) by the total number of examined users (N).
This is presented in formula (5).

FN =
Np
N
× 100% (5)

As presented in Figure 5, FN records low values due to
the high DR presented in Figure 4. With R = 3, FN records
0.4% with DZV inflammation signal = 50%. By increasing
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FIGURE 6. FP alarms.

FIGURE 7. Average CR.

the DZV value sensitivity to 10%, FN alarms are minimized
until it reaches 0%. Regardless of the value of R or the DZV
signals, all the recorded FN alarms are below to 0.5% when
R = 3 with all DZV signals from 50% to 10% respectively.
This can achieve a high DR with low FN alarms.

The FP alarms refer to the probability that legitimate users
are detected in the wrong way as malicious users. This is
presented in formula (6).

FP =
Nf
N
× 100% (6)

where (Nf) is the number of legitimate users who are detected
as malicious users. As presented in Figure 6, the FP alarms
records low values, especially when the value of R is increas-
ing. By testing 115 normal users in the system Si for verifying
the FP alarms, when the R= 3, the FP alarms recorded 2.61%,
2.61%, 3.48%, 4.35%, and 5.2% with DZV signal = 50%,
40%, 30%, 20%, and 10% respectively.

This means that when the DZV signal sensitivity increase,
the FP alarms increase as well. The testing operation is

continued by increasing the value of R to decrease the FP
alarms. With R = 8, the FP alarms have vanished in all DZV
inflammation signals except for the DZV signal = 10% that
records 0.87% FP alarms.

Depending on multiple levels for verifying the user before
raising the danger signal alarm, the FP rate will beminimized.
Moreover, increasing the value of R reduces the FP alarms
that may be recorded in the system due to the difficulty
in obtaining errors in the user factor UFu1 in the case of
increasing the value R.

The CR of the proposed experimental study is presented.
The CR indicates the probability of correct detection and
could be obtained by subtracting FP and FN alarms from
equations 5 and 6 as expressed in the formula (7).

CR = (1− FP− FN )× 100% (7)

As presented in Figure 7, the CR achieves average correct
detection with 96.27% to the value of R = 3 with DZV
inflammation signals. With DZV inflammation signals and
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value of R= 8, the CR records 80.79% due to the lower value
of DR.

TABLE 12. Performance metrics.

The overall performance metrics of the proposed DT-ID
algorithm with DZV signals and R-values are demonstrated
in Table 12 for recording approximate values for DR,
FN rates, FP rates, and CR. Whenever the DZV = 50%,
the system is considered in a permissive or tolerant mode.

When applying different values of R= 3 to R= 8, theDR is
decreased from 99.6% for R= 3 to 58% for R= 8. This is due
to the difficulty in obtaining more bit signal alarms for detect-
ing intrusions. At the same time, the FP rate is also decreased
due to the difficulty of predicting normal users as intrusive;

because of the increasing R-values. By decreasing the DZV
values from 50% to 10%, the system becomes less tolerant.
As a result, the sensitivity of the system to detect intrusions
will increase.

For DZV = 50% and R = 3, the DR achieved 99.6%.
Whenever R is increased to R= 8, the DR achieved 58%with
a reduction rate−41.6%. For DZV= 40% and R= 3, the DR
achieved 100%. With an increase of R to 8, the DR achieved
68.8% with reduction rate −31.2%. For DZV = 30% and
R = 3, the DR achieved 100%. Whenever R = 8, the DR
achieved 84% with a reduction rate −16%. For DZV = 20%
and R= 3, the DR achieved 100%. Whenever R= 8, the DR
achieved 95.8% with a reduction rate of −4.2%.
By having DZV= 10% and R= 3, the DR achieved 100%

while R = 8, the DR achieved 98.2% with a reduction rate
of only −1.8%. As seen from the results, the DR difference
between R = 3 and R = 8 is highly decreased whenever the
DZV value is decreased to be more sensitive.

From the conducted experiments, as the DZV value is
decreased, the ability of the system becomesmore sensitive to
detect intrusions with the ability to obtain low FP rates in all
DZV values. By using DZV= 50%, the FP rate achieved 0%
with R = 7 and 8. Whenever DZV = 40%, 30%, and 20%,
the FP rates achieved 0% with R = 8. While DZV = 10%,
the FP rate with R = 8 achieved 0.87% which is below 1%.
The best achieved CR is 97.93% for DZV= 20% and R= 7.

FIGURE 8. 50% DZV signal.

Each test in the DT-DIDS contains 1000 malicious pro-
cesses that are scanned for a single value of R with each
DZV signal. Figures 8 to 12 present the comparison between
R-value and DZV inflammation value according to the num-
ber of malicious processes detected. The number of detected
intrusions are decreased whenever the value of R is increased.
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FIGURE 9. 40% DZV signal.

FIGURE 10. 30% DZV signal.

In order to study the relationship between the DZV with
its DV and R-value, the DZV is minimized with 10% in each
test to increase the sensitivity of the system to detect more
intrusions. In Figure 8, the detected intrusions using the DZV
signal are increased linearly until the value of R = 6. At this
point, the detected intrusions start decreasing but in a small
limit.

In Figure 9, the DZV signal is increased linearly until
the value of R is 7 with 846 detected intrusions. While
the detected intrusions using R-value = 42. At this point
whenever R= 8, the detected intrusions decreased due to the
difficulty in detecting 8 dangerous signals in the same factor
with DZV = 40% that means low sensitivity.

FIGURE 11. 20% DZV signal.

FIGURE 12. 10% DZV signal.

In Figure 10, the DZV signal is increased linearly until
the value or R is 7 with 916 detected intrusions. Whereas
the number of detected intrusions using R-value recorded
42 processes with 4.2%. Whenever R = 7, the total number
of detected malicious processes is 958 processes with 95.8%
accuracy. When the sensitivity of the DT-DIDS increases, its
ability to detect malicious intrusions increases as well. This
makes the detected intrusions of Figure 10 where the DZV
signal is 30%, generates a high result, although the value of
R-value increases, and the difficulty in detection increases as
well. As shown in Figure 11, whenever R = 3, the overall
detected intrusions are 1000 where R achieved an accuracy
of 84.6% and DZV accuracy achieved 15.4%. By increasing
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the R-value, the DZV is increasing linearly until it achieved
94% with 940 detected processes while the R-value achieved
1.8% accuracy from the overall detected processes.

In Figure 12, the DZV signal became in a highly sen-
sitive state. As a result, the DZV recorded high detection
results until it reaches 964 malicious intrusions from a total
of 982 detected processes with an overall DR of 98.2 %.
Figure 13 presents the overall detected intrusions with differ-
ent values of R and DZV. As shown, all detected intrusions
are increasing with different values of R but at a specific
value, the results are decreased except with the DZV= 10%.
In this level, the detected intrusions are increasing linearly
due to the high sensitivity of the DT-DIDS to detect malicious
intrusions.

FIGURE 13. Overall DR with different DZV values.

It is worth mentioning that one of the major contributions
of this paper is the minimization of time complexity. The time
overhead is reduced due to the antigen log response which
can be used as an early warning system to detect malicious
processes that have been previously detected.

As shown in Figure 14, the average detection time and
average antigen log response time is calculated for all DZV
inflammation signals. The average detection time increases
linearly with the increase in the complexity of detecting mali-
cious signals in the same user factor. The average detection
time when R = 5 with different DZV inflammation signals
is 7.35 milliseconds while the average detection time when
R = 8 recorded 8.17 milliseconds due to the time spent
in scanning the malicious transaction for 3 more danger-
ous signals. The average antigen log response to different
R-values and DZV signals recorded relatively fixed results.
For R = 8, the average antigen log response reduced to be
1.97 milliseconds due to the decrease of the search space.

FIGURE 14. Execution time of hybrid DZV and R.

Table 13 explores a comparison between the proposed
DT-ID Algorithm with other techniques to analyze the DT-ID
Algorithm with others.

In Table 13, a comparison model is presented to compare
the performance of the proposed DT-ID algorithmwith recent
research models that do not use a DT model. The proposed
DT-ID algorithm achieves a high DRwith low FP and low FN
alarms. As illustrated in [51], the ART1 based DIDS model
has achieved relatively good results at DR = 98.06%. With
FP= 4.53 and FN= 1.94. Whereas by using the SOM based
DIDS, the FP and FN alarms are high with values of 10.22%
and 8.77% respectively. The RBFN based DIDS model has
achieved a DR= 94.42%with a moderated FP and FN values
compared to ATR1 and SOM based models. The authors
of [60] use a mean-shift clustering with the C4.5 algorithm
to detect unknown intrusions with different dataset sizes. The
highest DR is achieved at 96% but the FP and FN are still
high with 9.56% and 5.46% respectively. As shown in [68],
by using swarm intelligence to detect database intrusions with
the use of KNN and SVD algorithms to optimize the results.
The best results are achieved by obtaining DR = 97.2%
with FP and FN of 2.5% and 2.8% respectively. The authors
of [69] use OPTICS and ensemble learning to detect intrusive
processes in the database using different machine learning
algorithms. The RBFN reach the highest DR = 92.17% with
3.5% FP rate. By using only, the NSA to detect unknown
database intrusions in [120], which is a contribution for the
second author of this paper, the DR= 98.3% with significant
FP and FN values.

The DT-ID algorithm has achieved the best DR, FP, and
FN of different DZV and R-values are selected based on the
highest correctness rate of Table 12. With DZV = 50% and
R = 3, the best DR, FP, and FN achieved 99.6%, 2.61%,
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TABLE 13. Performance comparison of the proposed model.

and 0.4% respectively while the DZV = 40% and R = 3,
the DR achieved 100% and FP rate still 2.61%. With DZV
= 30% and R = 5, the DR achieved 99.6% with low FP and
FN rates of 1.74% and 0.4% respectively. With DZV = 20%
and R = 7, the DR achieved 98.8% with FP and FN rates of
0.87% and 1.2% respectively. By using DZV= 10%which is
considered as the highest degree of sensitivity of the proposed
DT-ID algorithm, all values of R achieved high results. The
best-balanced results are obtained with R = 8 into which the
DR achieved 98.2% while FP and FN rates achieved 0.87%
and 1.8% respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SPOTLIGHTS
Database is considered as the last line of defense in securing
the confidentiality and integrity of data. Insider attacks or
intrusions are considered the most dangerous factors that
affect the efficiency of databases. A hybrid immune algorithm
based on DT is presented to apply different countermea-
sures that can preserve the secrecy of data from disclosure.
A DT-DIDS is developed and implemented based on a mul-
tilayer preprocessing immunity-based mechanism and the
DT-ID algorithm.

Empirically, the proposed DT-ID algorithm is tested with
different DZV and R-values to achieve a high DRwith low FP
alarm, low FN alarms and high CR. The proposed DT-DIDS
is considered in a permissive or tolerant mode whenever the
DZV = 50%. The overall DR is linearly increased with the
increase of DZV signals and the decrease of the R-value.
By increasing the DZV value sensitivity, the FN alarms are
decreased and the FP alarms are increased as well. There is

also an inverse relationship between the CR and the R-values.
The higher the value of the R, the lower the value of the
CR. The best achieved CR is 97.93% for DZV = 20% and
R= 7. The FP alarms have vanished in all DZV inflammation
signals except for the DZV signal = 10% that records 0.87%
FP alarms. By increasing the DZV value sensitivity to 10%,
FN alarms are minimized until it reaches 0%.

The DT-DIDS can be adapted to address different Database
security systems with various R-values and DZV to achieve
the required DR, FP, FN, and CR. By using DZV = 10%
which is considered as the highest degree of sensitivity, the
best-balanced results are obtained with R = 8 into which
the DR achieved 98.2% while FP and FN rates achieved
0.87% and 1.8% respectively. By comparing the performance
of the DT-DIDS among other different models with various
techniques other than the DT, we obtain a high DR with
low FP and low FN as well. Indeed, the combination of the
NSA and the DT is considered as a promising mechanism
to detect insider intrusions and deviations for preventing and
mitigating data breaches in database systems.

According to the conducted survey in this paper, we believe
that database intrusion detection systems with immunity
features should have the ability to achieve the following
three concepts: aggregation, integration, and individualiza-
tion. For aggregation, the immunity-based database intru-
sion detection systems should be aggregated from different
artificial immune system mechanisms such as the Negative
Selection Algorithm, the Clonal Selection Algorithm, the
DT model, the Dendritic Cell Algorithm, the Natural Killer
cells, Toll-like Receptor Algorithm, and Artificial Immune
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Network Algorithm. The more used mechanisms for the
aggregation process as in the BIS, the better the results of
the intrusion detection process. As the immune system inte-
grates with other systems in the biological body, the immune
inspired database intrusion detection should integrate with
other intrusion detection systems such as network-based
intrusion detection and host-based intrusion detection. There-
fore, the integration concept is achieved. For individualiza-
tion, each immune-based database intrusion detection system
should have his individual parameters and configurations.
This concept is to simulate the uniqueness of each biological
body to detect and prevent intrusions.

The Danger Theory-based intrusion detection systems are
used in different environments such as Networks, WSNs,
Autonomous Communication Network, Heterogeneous Net-
works, Virtual Machines (VMs) of Cloud Environment,
and Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs). Vehicular ad-hoc
networks (VANETs) are a subclass of MANETs where it
is established by moving or stationary vehicles coupled
with a wireless network. Accordingly, developing a Dan-
ger Theory-based intrusion detection system for securing
VANETs could achieve satisfactory results in this area.
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